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Teacher Training Workshop 
 

 

This workbook is intended for use by a participant at an IB-approved workshop. It 
contains several types of material: material that was created and published by the 
IB, material that was prepared by the workshop leader and third-party copyright 
material. 

 

Following the workshop, participants who wish to provide information or non-
commercial in-school training to teachers in their school may use the IB-copyright 
material (including student work) and material identified as the work of the 
workshop leader unless this is specifically prohibited. 

 

The IB is committed to fostering academic honesty and respecting others’ 
intellectual property.  To this end, the organization must comply with international 
copyright laws and therefore has obtained permission to reproduce and/or translate 
any materials used in this publication for which a third party owns the intellectual 
property. Acknowledgments are included where appropriate.  Workshop 
participants may not use any of the material in this workbook that is identified as 
being the intellectual property of a third party for any purpose unless expressly 
stated. In all other cases permission must be sought from the copyright holder 
before making use of such material. 

 

Permission must be sought from the IB by emailing copyright@ibo.org for any use of 
IB material which is different from that described above or those uses permitted 
under the rules and policy for use of IB intellectual property 
(http://www.ibo.org/copyright/intellectualproperty.cfm).  

 

Permission granted to any supplier or publisher to exhibit at an IB-approved 
workshop does not imply endorsement by the IB. 
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The IB mission statement 
 

The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and 
caring young people who help to create a better and more peaceful world through 
intercultural understanding and respect. 

To this end the organization works with schools, governments and international 
organizations to develop challenging programmes of international education and 
rigorous assessment. 

These programmes encourage students across the world to become active, 
compassionate and lifelong learners who understand that other people, with their 
differences, can also be right. 
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Concepts !
Form 

Function 
Causation 
Change 

Connection 
Perspective 
Responsibility 
Reflection 

Knowledge !
Who We Are 

Where We Are in Place 
and Time 

How We Express 
Ourselves 

How the World Works 
How We Organize 

Ourselves 
Sharing the Planet 

Subject disciplines 
   Language  Math  Arts 

Social Studies 
Science and Tech. 

Pers. Soc. And Phys. Ed.

Effective 
 Teaching 
Practices !

Inquiry !
Constructivism !
Collaborative 

Planning !
Collaborative 

Reflection 

Action !
Choose !

Act !
Reflect 

Attitudes !
Appreciation 
Commitment 
Confidence 

Co-operation 
Creativity 
Curiosity 
Empathy 

Enthusiasm 
Independence 

Integrity 
Respect 

Tolerance

Transdisciplinary 
Skills !!
Social 

Communication 
Research 
Thinking 

Self- 
Management 

Assessment 
by 

Self 
Peers 

Teachers !
Formative 
Summative 

Formal 
Informal 

Public 
Criteria !

Curriculum: Everything for 
which the school takes 
responsibility

International School: 
culture, climate, students 
example of adults, 
curriculum, resources, 
staffing, language, special 
needs, reflection,extension

Learners 
Constructing 

Meaning

Learner Profile

Caring Thinker

Reflective

Open-
Minded

Principled

Knowledgeable

Balanced

Risk-Taker

CommunicatorInquirer

Taught CurriculumThe Written Curriculum
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IB Abbreviations, Terms and Acronyms         !  !
IB: International Baccalaureate: A global network of schools, educators, 
students and parents and parents whose mission is to “develop inquiring, 
knowledgeable, and caring young people who help create a better world 
through intercultural understanding and respect.” !
IBA: International Baccalaureate Americas 
This region includes North America, South America and the Caribbean. !
PYP: Primary Years Program 
A transdisciplinary framework of international education for students aged  
3-12 designed to foster the development of the whole child. !
MYP: Middle Years Program 
A program of international education designed to help students ages 11-16 
develop the knowledge, understanding, attitudes and skills necessary to 
participate actively and responsibility in a changing world. !
DP: Diploma Program 
A challenging two-year program of international education for students aged 
16-19 that leads to a qualification that is widely recognized by the world’s 
leading universities. !
MTPYPH or MIH: Making the PYP Happen in the Classroom  
This is the guidebook, which is a curriculum framework for international 
primary education. !
Curriculum: In an IB school “curriculum is all those student activities, 
academic, and non-academic, for which a school takes responsibility, since 
they all have an impact on student learning.” The curriculum model in an IB 
school consists of three interrelated parts: The Written Curriculum (What do 
we want to learn?), Taught Curriculum (How best will we learn?), and 
Assessed Curriculum (How will we know what we have learned?) !
Learner Profile: A set of ten attributes that the IB defines as an 
internationally minded student !
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Essential Elements of the PYP: Knowledge, concepts, skills, attitudes and 
action that foster the development of the whole child and provide a balance 
for the written curriculum. !
Concepts: Mental constructs or frames of mind that are universal, timeless, 
abstract and transferable !
8 PYP Key Concepts: These are broader “macro” concepts that provide a 
framework that helps to drive teacher and student initiated inquiries.  !
Related Concepts: Concepts that are more “subject specific” !
Programme of Inquiry (POI): A collaboratively-developed framework for 
inquiry, which includes the entire school’s transdisciplinary units, based on 
the six transdisciplnary themes of the PYP. !
Transdisciplinary Themes: Six universal themes, with relevance within and 
across traditional subject areas and within and across cultures which provide 
the framework for the school’s POI.  !
Transdisciplinary: Broad knowledge, skills and understandings that 
transcend the boundaries of the traditional subject areas  !
Transdisciplinary Skills: Broad groups of skills which can be applied 
within and across all subject areas. These include thinking skills, research 
skills, communication skills, self-management skills and social skills.  !
PYP Attitudes: The twelve attitudes of the PYP directly support the 
development of the traits of the Learner Profile. These attitudes are daily 
expressions of fundamental values, beliefs and feelings about learning, the 
environment and people. !
UOI (Units of Inquiry): The in-depth units of study which correspond to 
the six transdisciplinary themes. !
Planner: The organizing document that each grade level develops to guide 
student inquiry. The concepts described in the planners will contribute to the 
school’s POI and forms the scope and sequence for the school’s program.
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THE PYP KEY CONCEPTS AND QUESTIONS 
FORM  

What is it like? 
CONNECTION 

How is it connected to other things? 

x What is...?    
x Where do we get...?    
x What does it look/sound/smell/feel like?  
x What are the components of...? 
x What kinds of...?    
x What are the main...?    
x What are the basic rules of...?  

x What are the links between... and...?  
x Why is ... suitable for...?  
x What are the similarities/differences?    
x What connections exist…? 
x How does... affect...?    
x How can this be used in everyday life?  
x Where do you see... in everyday life? 
x What would this look like at home? 

FUNCTION 
How does it work? 

PERSPECTIVE 
What are the points of view? 

x What can... be used for?    
x How does... work in a system?    
x What is the purpose of...?    
x How do people...?    
x What happens to...?    
x How do the rules of... work?    
x What does ... do?    
x What information does ... give us? 
x How can you show...? 

x How does ... look if it’s…?    
x What are the different points of view supported 

by the evidence?  
x What are the implications for me? 
x How do different people decide...?    
x Why do different people think...? 
x How can we understand others’ point of view 

and help them to understand ours? 

CAUSATION 
Why is it like it is? 

RESPONSIBILITY 
What is our responsibility? 

x How can you make...?    
x Why does/did…?    
x How does... suit its environment?    
x What causes... to change?    
x What motivates individuals to...?    
x Why do we need…? 
x In what ways is... influenced by...? 

x How can people ensure...?    
x Who should decide...?    
x What factors do we need to consider when 

making a decision?  
x What should people do to...?    
x How can people prevent...? 
x How can people help...? 

CHANGE 
How is it changing? 

REFLECTION 
How do we know? 

x What differences are there over time?    
x How is ... changing?  
x How has... changed over time?  
x In what ways does... differ from place to place 

and over time?  
x What is the role of... in shaping 

society/influencing others?  
What could you change to make...? 

x How will we know when...?    
x In what ways can we observe...?    
x What makes... better than…?    
x Why is ... more reliable/easier/harder/more 

enjoyable than...?    
x How reliable is...? 
x Why should we believe...? 
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“GRASPS” 

When developing summative assessment tasks, consider using the 

acronym “GRASPS” from Understanding by Design (Wiggins & McTighe) 

 

G:  Goal…What is the “enduring or transferable conceptual 

understanding” that you want for your students.  Be sure to include 

language from the Central Idea within your summative assessment! 

R: Role…What is the role your students will take? 

A: Audience…Who is the desired reader/viewer/listener of their 

work/project? 

S: Situation/Scenario…What is the situation or scenario in which the 

communicator (student) and the audience are working? (Try to make it 

an authentic, “real-world” task). 

P: Performance/Product…What will the students create? 

S: Standards…What are the criteria for success? (You should try to 

involve students when developing criteria).   
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Framework of Assessment Approaches and Methods 
How might we assess student learning in the classroom? 

SELECTED 
RESPONSE 

ITEMS 

PERFORMANCE-BASED ASSESSMENTS 
CONSTRUCTED 

RESPONSE 
PRODUCTS PERFORMANCES PROCESS-FOCUSED 

� multiple-
choice 

�  true-false 
� matching 

� fill in the blank 
• word(s) 
• phrase(s) 

� short answer 
• sentence(s) 
• paragraph(s) 

� label a diagram 
� “show your work” 
� representation(s) 

• web 
• concept map 
• flow chart 
• graph/table 
• matrix 
• illustration 

� essay 
� research paper 
� log/journal 
� lab report 
�  story/play 
� poem 
� portfolio 
� art exhibit 
� science project 
�  model 
� video/recording 
� spreadsheet 

� oral presentation 
� dance/movement 
� science lab 
� demonstration 
� athletic skills 
     performance 
� dramatic reading 
� enactment 
� debate 
� musical recital 
� keyboarding 

� oral questioning 
� Observation 

(“kid 
     watching”) 
� interview 
� conference 
� process 
     description 
� “think aloud” 
� learning log 
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Evaluate your planners 

Section Title Criteria Score 
1 Central Idea _____ One concise statement that is true 

_____ Expresses an enduring understanding via a relationship 
between at least two concepts 
_____ Connected to the transdisciplinary theme 
_____ Globally transportable 
_____ Engaging, relevant, challenging, significant  
_____ Should be compelling to learners of all ages and abilities 
_____ Not value-laden 
_____ No proper nouns 

 

 Summative 
Assessment 

___ authentic 
___ directly related to central idea 
___ students demonstrate understanding, knowledge, skills 
___ teachers and students invovled in development 
___ differentiated 
___ assessment tool available to teacher & students 

 

2 Lines of Inquiry _____ Directly relate to the central idea (unpack it)  
_____ Include 3 – 4 lines of inquiry  
_____ Show an organized breakdown of the central idea 
_____ Develop concrete connections to the central idea 
_____ Reflect  the  school’s  scope  and  sequence 

 

 Teacher 
Questions and 
Provocations 

___ open-ended 
___ connect to lines of inquiry 
___ provoke thought and interest 
___ lead to action 

 

 Concepts ___ no more than 3 key and/or related concepts 
___ connected to central idea 
___ frame inquiries at beginning of unit 
___ Lead to open-ended questions 

 

3 Assessing Prior 
Knowledge 

___ Pre-assessment(s) identify current level of understanding, 
knowledge, skills  and areas for growth 

 

 Assessing 
Student Learning 

___ variety of strategies 
___  variety of tools 
___ age appropriate 

 

4 Learning 
Experiences 

___ Promote discovery and construction 
___ Students make connections among concepts 
___ Authentic, active, varied 
___ Differentiated 
___ opportunities for action 
___  Include  specialists’  engagements 

 

 Transdisciplinary 
Skills 
Learner Profile 

___ addresses specific skills 
___ addresses specific attitudes 
___ addresses specific attributes of the Learner Profile 
___ opportunities for authentic demonstrations 
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THE INQUIRY CYCLE

Inquiry

Learners

 is messy and recursive, a cycle rather than a linear process, that progresses
through phases

 is permeated with reflection and critical thinking
 (uses technology)
 builds connections through the skills of literacy
 involves reading, writing, speaking, and listening to learn

 acquire deep understandings about the topic of inquiry and develop skills that
empower them to learn on their own.

What the Students Do What Teachers Do

 Connect the inquiry topic to what
they already know, to themselves,
to the ideas of others (text to
self, text to text, text to world)

 Build background knowledge to
reveal complexities, areas of
interest, or framework of
accurate information about the
topic

 Ask questions and make
predictions and hypothesize to
develop the schema to which the
new information will be attached

 Help students build connections
and background knowledge

 Provide a context for learning
through language, developing
content specific vocabulary and
knowledge of text structures and
patterns

 Tie the learning to curriculum

Connect and Wonder
Phase

Strategies for the Connect and WonderPhase: guided imagery, KWL charts,
small group discussions, brainstorming, webbing, word walls, pre reading aids,
anticipation guides, overview information, media resources, concept maps, peer
questioning, question stems, etc.

 Use strategies for comprehending
text and making meaning

 Support students using multiple
strategies for comprehending texts
and making meaning

Investigate Phase

Strategies for the Investigate Phase: find multiple sources; analyze sources for
relevance, currency, point of view, accuracy, etc; distinguish fact from opinion;
skim; scan; find the main idea; assess the importance of ideas; find supporting
detail; use text patterns and text organizers; paraphrase; summarize; infer; take
notes in a variety of formats; compose reader responses; create patterns of
organization; monitor comprehension; generate new questions and predictions,
etc.
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 Think about answers and ideas,
then build new understandings
connected to previous knowledge

 Draw conclusions about questions
and hypotheses

 Explain what they understand and
what is new knowledge

 Provide scaffolding for novice
inquirers

 Incorporate multiple appropriate
strategies to aid students in
clarifying their thinking

Construct Phase

Strategies for the Construct Phase: interpret using inferencing; find patterns and
relationships; test against predictions; compare new information with previously
held ideas; recognize author�’s point of view and its impact on the message; use
visual literacy to organize ideas and extract meaning from different formats of
text; construct reasonable explanations using supporting evidence; follow a
decision making process; use visual organizers; use oral strategies to clarify
thinking, such as class conversations, peer to peer dialogues, questions, and quick
speaks; use writing strategies such as quick writes, directed writing, journalling,
and interactive writing to clarify main ideas

 Use the writing process: prewrite,
write, revise, edit, publish

 Assess their own products
 Provide feedback to others
 Choose format for expression
based on the topic and audience

 Organize ideas appropriately

 Use writers�’ workshop approach to
help student craft a written product

 Help students use graphic
organizers, models, collaborative
approach, conferencing, technology
tools, and rubrics

Express Phase

Strategies for Express Phase: Use writing process; consider the audience; choose
from amongst various formats, including oral presentation, visual and/or
multimedia display, etc.; present bibliographic and/or source information

 Think about the product and
processes

 Revise and improve work
 Acknowledge new understandings
 Ask new questions about the
topic

 Set new goals for learning

 Guide reflective processes
Reflect Phase

Strategies for the Reflect Phase: Peer feedback, self assessment

Barbara Stripling �“Using Inquiry to Explode Myths about Learning and Libraries�” in CSLA JOURNAL (28:1. Fall 2004. 15 17).
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Based on Barbara Stripling�’s �“Using Inquiry to Explode Myths about
Learning and Libraries�” in CSLA JOURNAL ( 28:1. Fall 2004. 15 17).
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